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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the study
This focus on an informational desk reference in the area of furniture design is a
result of personal participation by the author in the area of furniture design. As an educator
of furniture design the author finds it necessary to expand his knowledge base on the history

of furniture so as to better satisfy the needs of the student. The information presented in this

project contain's time periods, movements, trends, descriptions and photographs that describe
the time evolution of furniture from 1600 to 1970. A booklet will be developed utilizing this

information to serve as a desk reference for students participating in furniture design.

Therefore it is the stated objective of this study to develop a comprehensive docu

mentation of the history of American furniture design in the form of a desk reference that
will assist the author in his educating of furniture design.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this project has been to research and document the history of

American furniture design from 1620 to 1970. This historical information will then be used

to generate a desk reference for students participating in the furniture design curriculum.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN
1620 TO PRESENT

Early Settlers 1620-1700
As the new world developed, wood was the primary material. It was used to con
struct houses and burned in fireplaces for cooking, heat and light. Buckets, barrels, tools,

eating utensils, carts, wagons, ships were all made partially or entirely of wood. Furniture

was no exception.
The Colonists traveling from Europe were coming from lands with open fields. There

was a desire to reshape the heavily forested landscapes of America into patterns that were

familiar to them. Because of this need to clear the land, the new world presented settlers
with a wealth of land and lumber they could have never known in their native towns and
villages. In America, raw materials were cheap. Coppers, joiners, turners, carpenters and

other skilled labor were in high demand.
The earliest setters had no room to bring personal possessions with them as they made
the voyage to the new world. But they could bring with them deeply embedded habits,
customs, and tastes. Old forms and the tools used to make them were reproduced virtually

unchanged from their homeland.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the tools that might have been used by farmers and
carpenters, as well as, by joiners and turners for splitting and rough-shaping wood. Marks
from these tools can often be found on hidden surfaces of furniture. Variations on these

tools, such as, compasses, knives, chisels and planes with edges shaped to produce molding,
were refined and specialized to create more finished surfaces on furniture.

The most basic system of joinery and panel construction was mortise-and-tenon
joinery. (Figure 2) The mortise hole was chiseled in one piece of wood, and a tenon or

tongue was shaped to fit into the space. A second hole was drilled for a whittled peg that
secured the joint Little seasoning of furniture woods was necessary with these joinery
methods, which took into account the natural process of shrinking as wood aged.

This type of joinery involved techniques of
great skill and craftsmanship. Each piece would be

measured with a marking gauge and shaped to
receive the surrounding members. (Figure 3)

Roman numerals cut with a chisel, marked the
correct assemblage of the parts. Before the upright

stiles and horizontal rails were joined together to

form the frame, they were sawn, planed, chiseled
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and grooved to receive the panels and muntins or vertical support pieces. Holes were drilled

in all of the joints to accommodate whittled pegs that held the chest together. Panels, which

could shrink and swell in response to changing temperature and humidity, were fitted into
slots in the frame. This eliminated stress on the panels and subsequent splitting of the wood

was held in place by the frame.

Hinging was accomplished using
several methods. A Pegged Strap Hinge
(Figure 4) was suitable for a box or chest

lid. The Snipe-Bill or Go Bent Hinge looks

and functions much like the modem cotter
pin. Pieces of heavy, handwrought wire
were driven into the wood or both the box

and the lid, and each piece was bent over to
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encircle its mate. (Figure 5)
Some metal hinges were produced
by local blacksmiths, although Colonists

were encouraged to import manufactured
goods rather than make their own. The

metal hinge was placed into a chiseled
Snipe-Bill / Go-Bent Hinge
1600's

notch and nailed in place using heavy
handwrought nails. This hand pounded

type of hinge was rarely used after the mid
seventeenth century for furniture of high quality.
Before 1790 all nails were forged by hand. Rose-headed nails were commonly used

in the seventeenth century furniture. The nails were first shaped on all four sides and then
the head was formed by hammering the end over repeatedly to form the many facets.
Boxes and chests constructed of six boards nailed together was an economical alter

native to the more advanced joined chests. (Figure 6) Although wide boards were increas-

Six Board Chest
1680-1710
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ingly scarce in England, the forests of New England provided ample lumber for such con

struction. Sawmills to generate this lumber sprang up on rivers and tidal basins. "Board
Chest became a staple of American household furniture and continued to be made in the

twentieth century." (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,12)
As craftsmen immigrated to the new world, they brought with them new construction

techniques and styles. Dove Tailed board construction and inlaid work encouraged a change
in furniture making. Symmetry and division of surface into geometric units were the most

common design details used by furniture makers of the seventeenth century. Applied

spindles, bosses and other rich surface decoration were handled in an architectural manner;

breaking up the rigid rectangle of the chest into separate compartments.

"It is much easier and less complicated for a furniture maker to adapt new styles of
ornament as his expression of individuality than to bring about change in a basic furniture

form." (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,17) Consequently, many of the early pieces of furniture
were constructed in a similar manner and the variation of surface treatment applied set them

apart. These variations can help identify
the different areas of seventeenth century

America.
Cupboards were the most elabo

rately ornamented furniture of this time.
Typically owned by the wealthy, these

show pieces are visible evidence of sub
stance and prosperity. (Figure 7)
Clothes of this time were usually

stored in "Presses." Sometimes described
as "a press to hang clothes in." Many were
Cupboard
1860-1700
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a simple case built of pine boards nailed

together. Others were constructed of oak,

walnut and other hardwoods. (Figure 8)

Clothespress
1680-1700

As the new population grew in
America, living spaces became tighter.

The earliest settlers were hard pressed to convert standing timber, raw clay or field
stone into habitable dwellings. Large families in small houses were customaryenclosed space was precious. The principal room of the house was most frequently
referred to as the "hall," a verbal throwback to the great medieval hall. The clutter of
household effects from the enormous variety of activities that took place in the hall
made space-saving a constant problem. Knockdown furniture was one imaginative
solution. These simple, practical adaptations of table forms had been in use since the
Middle Ages. (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 22)
The Trestle Table was a standard design which allowed the board or top to be re

moved from the frame. (Figure 9) The Trestle supports were knocked down by pulling
wooden pins from the structure. Turned up, the table occupied very little space and could be

stored at the side of a room, or in a loft or lean-to.
A variation to this was the Sawbuck Table. (Figure 10) Much stronger in its struc

tural simplicity, the Sawbucks are easily knocked down by lifting of the table-board and
removing the wedges that hold the cross rail of the frame in place.
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Trestle Table
1720-1750
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Another example of space saving
furniture is this chair (Figure 11) with a
back that folds down to form a table sur

face. Beneath the seat is a drawer for
convenient extra storage space.

Bedding can be divided into three
main types: Heavy joined bedsteads with
paneled headboards and turned front post;

lighter, simple bedsteads designed to be
entirely covered with textile hangings, called French Beds; and turned bedsteads related in

form and decoration to turned chairs. The trundle bed was a variation to the joined bedstead.
The lowered frame was on wheels and was stored under larger beds during the day.

(Figure 12)

Trundle Bedstead
1720-1800
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Fashions from Abroad, 1680-1730
The William and Mary Period
Under the reign of William of
Orange and Mary Stuart, the William and

Mary period was largely under Dutch and
French influence. Furniture remained
essentially rectilinear during the William

and Mary style but new ideas in furniture
from the French were expressed by discard

ing the old system of construction. Since
the middle ages, the traditional method of

construction was the joining and pegging of

Drawer Detail Comparison
1680 and 1700-1730

oak panels within frames. Over the years it

was replaced be gluing exotic-looking
burled veneers onto pine plank backing
boards. Finely cut dovetails into thinly

sawed pine replaced the old system of

nailing or butting heavy oak drawer sides
to even heavier fronts. (Figure 13) This

lighter method of construction allowed for
greater height and more design freedom
then was possible before. After 1700,

cases became more vertical in proportion.

These large cases of drawers on elaborately
turned bases are now known as "High

boys". Figure 14 illustrates an early

Chest / Drawers on Frame
1700-1720
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example of this new development in furni
ture.

As the high chest developed, its
construction demanded the mastery of

turning, dovetailing, veneer and inlay work,
and the specialized knowledge of finishing
the surface with shellac. (Figure 15) The

craftsman practicing this new method of
construction would now go by the name
"Cabinetmakers" to distinguish themselves

from the old style of joining wooden
panels. This time was soon known as "The

Age of Cabinetmaking".
This new method of construction led to richly figured veneered surfaces. Cross
banding (the technique of bordering planks of veneer inlaid transversely to the grain in the

main surface) and herringbone boarders (placing together two strips of veneer with the grain
of each running diagonally) were common on drawer fronts and other flat surfaces to provide

an interesting contrast to the veneered surfaces. Pendants of husks, female masics, acanthus
foliage and scrolls, arabesque foliage, ornamental drubs and vase forms were included among
the favorite motifs. This ornament was stylistically more advanced than the furniture's

overall form. Its richly inlaid surfaces, bold c-scroll carving and deep turning are alive with
movement within a symmetrical framework.

With its optical richness and play of light and shadow, the ornament of William and

Mary furniture in colonial America owes its form and design techniques to the seventeenth
century art of northern Europe.
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"The William and Mary style dominated furniture design only briefly in this country.
Its relative rarity and close approximation to England furniture of the late seventeenth
century make this period of American furniture little studied, seldom collected, and
much misunderstood. William and Mary furniture is exciting, for it forms and impor
tant point of transition from the late-medieval to the modem world, it is completely
expressive of its time, and provides much visual pleasure."
(Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 43)

The Queen Ann &
Early Georgian Style, 1720-1755

Often referred to as the golden age of cabinetwork, craftsmanship of the Queen Ann

style achieved a high standard of technical excellence. The rising standard in domestic
comfort and the gain in wealth in society led to the need for many new types of furniture.

Special pieces such as tea tables, card tables, breakfast tables, new forms of chairs and

writing furniture were introduced.
Furniture was carefully designed

and gracefully adapted to suit the needs,

scale and comfort of the human body. A

delicate balance of voids to solids, of plain
surfaces to ornament, and of curved to
straight lines was achieved. This is evident

in many of the side chairs of this time.

(Figure 16) The ornament emphasized
was selectivily placed on broad surfaces,

focusing attention upon the refined carving
and the natural beauty of richly colored
woods. The woods most primarily used
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much misunderstood. William and Mary furniture is exciting, for it forms and impor
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The Queen Ann &
Early Georgian Style, 1720-1755
Often referred to as the golden age of cabinetwork, craftsmanship of the Queen Ann
style achieved a high standard of technical excellence. The rising standard in domestic

comfort and the gain in wealth in society led to the need for many new types of furniture.

Special pieces such as tea tables, card tables, breakfast tables, new forms of chairs and

writing furniture were introduced.
Furniture was carefully designed
and gracefully adapted to suit the needs,

scale and comfort of the human body. A
delicate balance of voids to solids, of plain

surfaces to ornament, and of curved to

straight lines was achieved. This is evident
in many of the side chairs of this time.

(Figure 16) The ornament emphasized

was selectivity placed on broad surfaces,
focusing attention upon the refined carving

and the natural beauty of richly colored

woods. The woods most primarily used
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were mahogany and walnut. Pine, tulip,
ash, chestnut and maple were used as

secondary woods.

Although developed earlier the

cabriole leg with its long slender lines
became wider and more massive during

this time. (Figure 17) The leg was com

monly terminated at the base in a club foot
or in a claw-and-ball foot which remained
in fashion until around 1765. The lions

paw or french whore were also commonly
used to terminate the cabriole leg.
Another introduction to furniture

during this time was cockbeading, a small
projection molding applied around the edge

of drawers and door fronts. Most pieces
were finished with a lacquering. Gilding
(decorating with gold) was also popular

and was used to enhance the rich ma
hogany and walnut carvings on furniture.

Turnings were seldom used except for
shafts on tripod candle stands.

The development of the upholstered
easy chair is another advancement in

furniture design during the eighteenth
century. (Figure 18) Easy or wing chairs

with original needlework were used prima
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rily by the ill and aged or infirmed. It was
most frequently used in the bedroom or the

room of retirement.
Flat top highchest continued to
develop with the apron of the chest becom

ing deeper and more curvilinear encourag

ing motion in composition. (Figure 19)
Further exploration of curvilinear forms led
to the crowning of chest with an arresting
architectonic feature. (Figure 20)
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The Chippendale Style, 1750-1800
Although the Chippendale style marks the beginning of a new era in furniture design,

most of its changes came simply through the modification of additions to forms from previ
ous periods. The new style did, however, introduce a fresh interest in brilliantly carved and

figured surfaces.
A famous London entrepreneur and craftsman by the name of Thomas Chippendale

(1718-1779) published a large volume of furniture designs entitled The Gentleman and
Cabinet-makers Director. This set the standard for furniture of the period. On its third

edition, the Director featured some two hundred prints of magnificently engraved furniture

designs. Chippendale stated that" The Director was meant to assist the gentleman in his
choice of design and the cabinetmaker in the execution of his work". (Bates and Fairbanks,
1981,140)

There was no doubt that the work executed in the Chippendale shop was produced by
highly skilled craftsmen and was a great influence of its time. It must be noted, however,
that there were other influences on furniture during this period. The influence of the Adam

Brothers furniture, which was frequently decorated with marquetry and handsome ormolv

mounts in the highest quality of craftsmanship, was beginning to assert itself, and was not
long before Chippendale began to execute many of these ideas for his furniture designs.
Remarkable in its crisp and sharp quality, carving was by far the favorite enrichment
for decorating the surface of furniture designed in the Chippendale style. Many of the sur

faces on decorative accessories and console tables, that had in previous styles been partially

gilded, were recommended by the Director to be entirely gilded. West Indian or Central
American mahogany were the preferred woods. Most turnings were restricted to central
turnings of tripod tables and to the baluster turned galleries on tea tables. Veneered panels
were commonly found on doors of clothes presses and wardrobes. These panels where set
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flush with the framing and were outlined

by small projecting molding. (Figure 21)
Classic moldings were a pro

nounced feature of bookcases and secretary
cabinets. (Figure 22) These moldings
where often enriched classic patterns, such

as the egg-and dart, gadrooning and key
fret. Dentils placed in cornice molding,

bead, bead and reel, and cock beaded
moldings were also employed. Brass bail

handles, which were attached with a
pierced brass back plate which were circu

lar or oval in shape, were often used on

drawers. Fashionable upholstery materials
were tapestry, needle work, Spanish
leather, damask and brocade. Rows of

brass nailheads were used when fabric
covered the seat rail of a chair or settee.
(Figure 23)

"Furniture of this period needs to be
considered in the context of a culture that
savored lush figured silks and damasks,

polished leather, elegant crystal, and

elaborate ruffles and lace worn by both
men and women." (Bates and Fairbanks,

High Chest of Drawers
1765-1775

1981,140)
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Neoclassicism
The Hepplewhite and Sheraton Styles, 1785-1815
With much influence coming from England in the form of extraordinary furniture,
immigration of cabinetmakers and the importation of design source books, the Neoclassical
style gradually grew during the 1780's.

George Hepplewhite's, The Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer's Guide, published in

1788, and Thomas Sheraton's two volume work, The Cabinet-makers and Upholsterer's
Drawing Book, published in 1791, were furniture design source books that helped make this

style popular and practical. Most American cabinetmakers began combining both the

Hepplewhite and Sheraton style with out much distinction in design. However, Sheraton
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believed that he was introducing new designs and wrote "The Hepplewhite's Guide
represented the Nadir of old-style taste." (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,196) The basic differ

ences between the two design's were that Sheraton favored a rectangular silhouette, tight in
profile and painted surfaces or inlay. While the Hepplewhite showed furniture with more

curvilinear features and carved ornament.
Although much credit can be given to these source books for helping to develop the

Neoclassical style in America, other influences effected the movement as well. Other source

books and the immigrating of cabinet makers brought with them first hand knowledge of
current styles and practices. From o±er countries, new competition for American cabinet

makers led to quick adaptations in furniture.
Neoclassical taste had become the reigning fashion in America. This new style,
however, demanded exacting skills performed by cabinetmakers, inlay artisans, carvers,

gilders, painters and upholsterers. Although there were large American shops that employed
carvers, gilders, upholsterers and some special artisans who moved from shop to shop, most

furniture production could not be so highly

specialized. Time was becoming a large
factor in furniture production. Americans

were in a hurry as the population continued

to grow and new frontiers were rapidly
settled. As a result, furniture was much

simpler with less ornament than furniture

from abroad.
Chair design evolved from the
solid, heavy construction of the earlier

Queen Anne and Chippendale styles to the
introduction of fragile, light and delicate

chairs which were easy to move about.
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These smaller proportions gave new attention to veneers, inlays, low reliefs and small-scale

carvings.

As rooms became more specialized, chairs followed suit, reflecting the different
functions. The shapes of the chairs can be categorized into three major groups; Shield-back,
square-back and oval-back chairs. (Figure 24,25,26) The "square sofa" (Figure 27) often
reflected the details of matching arm
chairs.

A new growth in domestic manu

facturing was encouraged by the federal
government. Home industry enabled the

furniture business to grow. As a result new

kinds of speciality furniture developed;

secretary-desks, work tables, basin stands,
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night tables, side boards and knife boards

were some of the new forms that required a
diversity of skills. (Figure 28)
Because of this large volume of new

furniture being produced, the need for
specialty craftsman to provide inlays,
supply thin veneers by the yard, metal

hardware and brass and enamel fittings was

great
Master cabinetmakers prospered, as

did the development of commission furni

ture warehouses which also sold furniture

Secretary-Bookcase
J. Davey, 1805-1810

by other craftsmen. This large growth took
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the furniture business beyond the small craft shop where the customer had played an impor
tant role in the design process. Instead, the customer purchased furniture already completed.

Custom made furniture was still available but Americans were impatient. Warehousing

furniture caught on, moving the craftsmen away from commission work toward stockpiling.

Standardization of popular forms became necessary. This led the way to an increase in

machines in furniture production. Broader, simpler surfaces kept hand work to a minimum
and was well suited to the Neoclassical style. (Figure 29)

Away From the Mainstream
Windsor
Yankee Backcountry
Rural New Hampshire / Dunlap Furniture
The Delaware Valley
Pennsylvania Germans
The Old South and Old Southwest
The Shaker Style
By the Nineteenth century, a drift in culture away from European taste had begun. A
variety of furniture styles that reflected the different craftsman, who for one reason or an

other misunderstood of rejected fashionable urban styles, was beginning to develop. This
work represents the work of ordinary people. Unlike the distinctive work of High-style

artisans, it is difficult to distinguish many of these groups.

Windsor
The origins of the Windsor chair is difficult because of its popularity in America. It
can, however, be rooted to evolution of simple stick furniture in northern European folk craft

practices. The construction of the Windsor style chair consisted of a single piece of pliable
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wood such as hickory, oak or ash. If not green, the wood would be soaked or steamed to
create the hood shape of the back. This "stick" that formed the back was first pulled through

a shaping die to form the profile, and then fitted into a frame and allowed to dry. The com
plete back arc was then fitted into a shaped plank seat and, at the same time, the hickory
spindles of the back were set into a drilled boarder. Legs were then driven into holes in the

bottom of the seat. This completed the chair except for painting or staining because of the

necessary variety of woods used for each component of the chair.
Even though the construction of the chair remained constant, a wide variety of combi

nations of forms were available. There were High-back, comb-back, sack-back, and roundback, low-back, brace-back, and children's Windsor's.
(Figure 30,31,32)
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Yankee Backcountry

Produced by rural craftsman who
would bring there wares to larger towns for

resale, the country taste took pleasure in
bright, contrasting colors, flat patterns,

emphatic ornament and strong silhouettes.
Often, many pieces were adoptions to more

developed styles but with a character which

was more pleasing to their own less sophis
ticated eye. (Figure 33)
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Rural New Hampshire / Dunlap furniture
Lead by major John Dunlap (1746-1792) rural New Hampshire furniture is unmistak
able in design. Ornament includes deeply carved shells, S-shaped scrolls for skirts of case

pieces, interlaced basket-weave cornices and unusual bead and dog-tooth classical details on
moldings. The Dunlap operation was local and tradition based and whose work included

chairs, carved cabinet works, carpentry and finished woodwork for rooms interiors. Local
woods such as maple, pine, birch and sometimes cherry were used and were originally

painted and grained to imitate more expensive woods.
(Figure 34-35)
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The Delaware Valley
Settlers in the Delaware Valley

maintained woodworking traditions of
framing and turning that were familiar to

English Quakers from the North Country,

Wales and Ireland. Although water trans

portation existed around the area to facili
tate the spread of new styles into the

countryside, most craftsman in the small
towns tended to remain conservative in

their style of joinery and chair making.

Armchair
1690-1710

(Figure 36,37)

Childs Chest and Rocking Chair
1825-1850
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Pennsylvania Germans
A flood of newcomers to the South

eastern Pennsylvania from Germany by the

mid-eighteenth century was enormous.
They brought with them traditional ways of

building furniture that were preserved in
the New World for generations. Their

furniture, like their architecture, is massive
and richly ornamented with folk motifs.

Hardwood furniture was usually con

structed of oak, walnut, cherry, and was
usually paneled and inlaid. Softwood

furniture was usually painted with bright

decorations of carnations, hearts, birds,
tulips, stars and geometric signs.
(Figure 38,39)

The Old South and Old Southwest
Europeans that settled in the Southern Colonies represented many cultural back

grounds. The Chesapeake Bay, with its tobacco growing, was based on plantation living.
Rice and indigo growing was centered around the Carolina low country. The Piedmont, or

Black Country, ran along the Appalachian foothills were strong middle class Germans, Scots-

Irish and Welsh ways all contributed. As the settlers pushed over the Appalachian
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mountains, the mix of cultures encouraged
a broad proliferation of furniture styles.

Federal taste being the most popular.
(Figure 40,41,42)

Corner Cupboard
1750-1770
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Shakers
The styles of country and provincial furniture in America were not completely deter

mined by background and region of their settlement. This is evident in the craftsman who

were members of the United Society of Believers in Christ's Second Appearing, better known
as Shakers.
Mother Ann Lee formed the "Society of Believers" at Watervliet, New York in 1776.

The society developed a communal sharing of property and sought social and spiritual order.

They developed around rural agricultural areas with New York being the most heavily settled
area.
The beliefs which shaped the lives of the Shakers had a profound impact upon the

design, function and finish of their furniture. Although Mother Ann did not live to see the
results of her teachings, her influence remained a strong guide: "Do all your work as though

you had a thousand years to live, and as if you knew you would die tomorrow." (Bates and

Fairbanks, 1981, 343)
The origins of Shaker style in furniture lie in the craft tradition of colonial New York

and New England. The joiners welcomed into the early church where provincial workers
who's conventions had remained unchanged for over a century. Similarly, the furniture

brought into the new society by farmers, mechanics and small tradesmen was considered
unpretentious and humble.
The first houses occupied by the Shakers contained insignificant and meager furnish

ings. Slat-back chairs, cottage beds, candle stands, plain and often curd tables, New England

chests and cases of drawers, miscellaneous tools, kitchen utensils, farm implements and
accessories. An occasional stretcher table, Dutch style chairs and inlaid chest of drawers or
highboy also found their way into the community. "Any piece of furniture was useful, and

nothing was at first rejected because of its appearance." (Andrews, 1964, 24)

As the community developed, the Shakers preferred to supply their own needs as much
as possible. Rather than purchase necessary furnishings, social-religious ideals found
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immediate expression in developing there own industrial program. A chair factory, tannery,

blacksmith shop, and pulling mill were quick to develop. The craftsman of this busy forma
tive period were not content to reproduce existent designs in furniture. Such pieces as the

highboy and lowboy, the canopy bed, various types of tables, and chairs in the banister-back

slat-back, Windsor or carbiole-leg styles were rejected. Not only because they were more

difficult to make than simpler types, but because the Shakers desired no-commerce with
pretense or worldliness, more important was their dissatisfaction with the plainer forms of
contemporary furniture. The influence of religion into the workshop resulted in a discarding

of surface decoration in favor of the value inherent in form. Accessories, carvings, extrava
gant turnings, veneering or inlays would only distract the eye from whatever faults my have

corrupted the original plans. (Figure 43)

Chairs, small tables, stands, desks and sewing cabinets achieved a subdued elegance
and delicacy, by restraint in the preparation of material. (Figure 44) Large chairs may have

posts that measure just only over an inch in diameter. The tops of candle stands or sewing
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stands and the rockers of a chair may be reduced to half an inch in thickness. Such dimen
sions were not intended to conserve on material, of which there was an abundance, but to an
obvious instinct for style. (Figure 45)

Though the quality of furniture was uncomplicated and dignified, its function was
precise. Because of the social manner in which the Shakers lived, domestic activities were

conducted on a cooperative basis. The furniture and industrial equipment of the home had to
accommodate large scales of people all sharing in the communal order of house keeping.

Furniture was based on this group need rather than on individuals. Sewing stands had draw
ers that could be accessed from either side, as two sisters worked on a project together.

(Figure 46) Desks are made with two sets of tables, drawers and shelves. Laundry tables
were made long so that two or more ironers could work at one time. Cases or drawers in the

retiring room conformed to the number of occupants. Large cupboards, long benches and
dining tables were characteristics. Elements of cabinet design were a logical expression of
ideas on utility and convenience, refinement and simplicity to further define the style of

Shaker Furniture.
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Shakers further developed these designs by rejecting unnecessary ornament and apply
ing the essentials of pure function and form. Furniture developed a distinctive harmony with

their dress, architecture, and mode of living. The function and location of a piece of furniture
was decided in advance tended to increase the functionalism and individuality of the pieces.
Each piece was made one at a time or in very short runs. Design was mostly a mental pro
cess with few notes and sketches made for temporary reference. Only when a dwelling was

near completion, did the work in the shop, take on a more production-like atmosphere. An
assembly line operation was begun to produce the required number of pieces in the shortest

possible time.
White Pine was the wood most common used for furniture because of its wide avail
ability and big diameters. It could be easily worked with hand or power tools. Cherry, maple
and walnut were the preferred woods of the so called "nice" furniture.

Most Shaker furniture was given a coat of paint, stain, shellac or varnish. Heavy
opaque paints of the early period gave way to the practice of thinning the paints and using it

as a stain or wash coat

"Shaker furniture was one of artisans
who lived within a religious community

inspired by the belief that love of god was
expressed in the integrity of one's work."

To make a piece of furniture was to act in
worship.

Shaker furniture passed through three

distinct stylistic periods. The primitive

period is the first and is marked by furni
ture that is visually and physically heavy,
plain in form, crudely made; but strong and

Kindling Box
1800’s

functional. The pieces suggest the work of
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mechanics with limited time, tools and experience. Painted pine and maple were common

woods. (Figure 47)
The classical period of Shaker furniture started in 1820's through the 1860's. The

pieces of this time were expressions of utility, simplicity, and perfection attributed to spiri

tual inspiration and dedication to a craft. This period was marked by the greatest creativity
and production, and reflects characteristics and uniformity of the Shaker line. (Figure 48)
The Victorian Shaker is the final period. (Figure 49) Because of a decline in mem
bership of followers the need for additional furnishings was unnecessary and little furniture
was made. Although order was maintained by Mother Ann and the Millenial Laws which

governed every detail of their lives, many expressions in Shaker furniture attempt to keep up
with the changing world and Victorianism.
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The Victorian Style, 1820-1900
The Victorian period developed during the reign of Queen Victoria and can be di
vided into three discrete phases: Early Victorian (1830-1850), Mid Victorian (1850-1870),

and Late Victorian (1870-1900).
Early Victorian (1830-1850)

During the 19th century, romantics were attracted to distinct periods from the past.

These styles were not merely to be duplicated but to be reborn into new molds and models.
Two of these duplicated styles were Greek or Classical revival and Gothic Medieval revival.
Each had seemingly opposite characteris

tics. The Gothic revival style involved
vertical lines of spiritual aspiration. The
classic style stressed horizontal lines and

the most popular style in America at this

time of westward expansion. Chairs,
couches and tables were mixed with styles
from other lands. Gothic styles and rococo
elements and details were combined with

classic forms to create new furniture. This

blending of character from both styles

GanungTable
1829-1835

suited the desire for picturesque homes.

(Figure 50)
The early Victorian parlor expressed the new leisure for American merchants and

middle class. Different styles of classicism suggested different uses. The Doric order was
considered serious and masculine. This was most suitable for important public monuments

and powerful steam engine housings. The Ionic order was well suited for domestic architec

ture and furniture. It was richly fluted, ornamental and slender, and was less solemn. The
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lavish Corinthian order was adapted to
theaters and other festive places. Of these
3 styles, the Doric order was most favored

by middle class Americans because it was
serious and sensible and was least expen
sive because of fewer costly ornamental
details.

Early Victorian aesthetics utilized
hard, powerful and overwhelming mascu
line objects in contrast with small, soft,

delicate and feminine objects. Masculine

and feminine symbolism was perceived in

everyday objects that emphasized sexual
distinctions.

During the late classical revival of
early Victorian America, the new technol
ogy of powered machine sawing enable

quick sawing of broad, elaborately figured mahogany veneers. The veneers were used to

cover the supporting structure made of less expensive woods of White Pine or Tulip Popular.

(Figure 51)

The Restoration Style or Pillar and Scroll Style was also popular during this time.
Furniture made in this style was especially available for the mobile middle class. It was
available in simple, inexpensive forms or elaborately ornamented for those who could afford

a more expensive version.

Even with machinery starting to effect furniture production; the Gothic Revival Style

of early Victorian furniture in America; was elaborate and therefore tended to be individually
designed and custom made. Many of these pieces required an acquired taste and substantial means.
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Mid-Victorian, 1850-1870

Even though Classical furniture was still being produced during this time, Rococo
Revival furniture was the dominant furniture. Americans were becoming aware of their
natural wilderness. Naturalistic ornament expressed this wonder about virgin land and nature

worship. The carvings reproduced birds, fruit, leaves and vines with convincing realism and

seems to have represented a search for the origins of creative power. The most popular
craftsman of the Rococo Revival style of Victorian America was John Henry Belter (1804-

1861). Using iron cauls or molds and steam, Betler developed a new way to bend and lami

nate rosewood. This lamination created a strength to permit intricate piercing and carving of
leaves, grapes, interlaced vines and floral bouquets. (Figure 52) Efforts to protect his

laminating and bending process were made with patents issued in 1847 and 1858, but was
difficult because of the moving about from shop to shop by craftsmen. The basic structure
beneath the ornamental carvings in many of the chair backs is "abstractly conceived as

Center Table
J. Belter, 1856-1861
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shifting planes, sweeping lines and interest
ing motifs that suggest muscular tensions".

(Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,365) Betler's

furniture implied visual comfort and
pleasure with it's s-shaped lines. It's use of
spring supports for the seat, horsehair

padding and tufted silk upholstery made
physical comfort a reality as well.

During this time Indiana, Illinois
and Ohio became part of an important mid
century industry because of a near source

of timber, water and rail transportation.

Some eighteen furniture factories were in
operation in Chicago by 1860. This added
furniture competition to the western and

southern states.
Under the advice of a taste-maker

by the name of Andrew Jackson Downing,
Cottage furniture also became very popular. This furniture was made cheaply in factories
and then painted quickly by specialists who perfected freehand brushwork and stencil work

to a routine. (Figure 53) Even the wealthy found Cottage furniture refreshing and appeal
ing. Custom made suites were ordered and were carefully painted by accomplished artists.

Howers, birds, vines, fruits and touched of guilding were painted to give the illusion a three-

dimensional carved detail enjoyed by both the working and elite classes.
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Late Victorian 1870-1900
In 1876 the new worlds fair was held in Philadelphia to commemorate the hundredth
anniversary of American Independents. It was to be the most exciting public event in

America for a decade. Showing off the natural products, the industries, the inventions, and
the arts of the Western Hemisphere as they had never seen before. The exhibition would

confirm America's well being and celebrate the industrial energy that had been heightened by
the civil war. Exhibited were technological and industrial exhibits and inventions such as the

telephone, the carpet sweeper, the typewriter and elevator. The Corliss engine received the
most admiration and wonder for it was the image of power.

New machines led to new priorities in furniture. Multiplication of products was now
the main consideration rather than style. These new machine tools enabled larger production
with lower unit costs. As factory assembly lines became the rule in furniture production, the

furniture craftsman was no longer responsible for the entire process. Instead, he became
specialized, performing discrete tasks in the assembly process.
With industry and art separated, furniture makers now concentrated on efficiency of
production. Creative design skills were no longer used for designing furniture but were used

for development of machine tools for processing wood. "The combinations and applications

of the basic tools toward a fully mechanized and modem age of iron was just beginning."
(Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 368)
With the advent of wood working machinery, an increase in furniture production was
possible. With increased production and the warehousing of furniture, the craftsman was

slowly separated from the customer. The customer soon had little or no say over the design
of furniture and had to accept what the shopkeeper had in stock. Each wholesale cabinet

maker, who supplied the shopkeeper, developed stock designs which simplified and cheap

ened production. To alter these designs for a costumer would not be practical. The whole
sale firm no longer had direct contact with the customer and was unaware of his changing
taste and requirements. Consequently " the manufacturers now came to rely upon rich
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ornament to help them in the problem of making their furniture pleasing and saleable".

(Symonds and Whineray, 1987, 12). For many Victorians, ornament was the beginning and

end-all in design. (Figure 54)

As yards upon yards of ornamental
detail were produced, excitement was
stirred by the machine's possibilities.

Scrapers, molders, band and scroll saws,
wood polishing machines, planners, carv

ers, grinders, benders and wood engraving

machines helped to influence the rise in
domestic science and the production of
gadget furniture. As American cities

became more populated and living spaces
more cramped, house wives became con

cerned with comfort in a minimum of

space. Customers were urged to consider
the comfort and space saving features of

many new patented furniture pieces such as
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sofa's that converted into beds, and reclin

ing chairs. (Figure 55)

Modem taste tend to condemn the
late Victorian period for its shoddy crafts
manship and seeming excesses. Machine

production of furniture served to mask poor

quality beneath surface decoration. It is

important to remember, however, that
many lives were vastly improved because
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VVooton’s Patent Desk
1875-1884

of this new technology making products accessible to those who existed on small incomes.
"Factory-produced inexpensive furniture, as well as mass-production textiles, ceramics and

wallpaper, helped to create the illusion of material well-being for thousands of American
families, and more significantly, brought the decorative arts within reach of all." (Bates and
Fairbanks, 1981, 369).

The rise in production, increase in wealth, the introduction of machinery and im
provements in transportation during the entire Victorian period had a major effect on furni
ture. These influences not only affected the design and craftsmanship, but the distribution
and marketing of furniture. Instead of the need to provide the best for a few members of the

upper class, there came a demand for suppling for a new and growing upper class.

Craft Reform

The Colonial Revival, 1790-1900
The Arts & Crafts, 1880-1915
Art Nouveau
During the mid 1800's, achievements in industrial production flourished. The public

was eager to buy inexpensive, factory made furniture. This time was viewed as progressive
because the industry could now supply affordable furniture to the working class. As produc

tion and profits increased, the methods which enabled this effective production now began to
erode the craftsmanship of furniture. "Partly because of the ease with which machines could

multiply ornament, much of the furniture exhibited was garnished with frills that had little to

do with its function" (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 453)

Many designers soon desired reform from the practice of mire duplication of furniture
based on profit. William Morris (1834-1896) led the craft reform and stated that "the spe

cialization in industry was a major problem in society: Factory production denied the
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individual craftsman the kind of occupa

tional satisfaction he had enjoyed for
centuries" (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,

453). Morris's idea was that if the worker
could once again take pride in daily pro

duction, the result would be better made

products. If profit motives were reduced,
supply and demand could be balanced, over

stockpiling eliminated and layoffs pre
vented. The customer would pay a higher

price for furniture but would receive a
more durable piece of work that would be
less likely to be discarded. Because these

new ideals went completely against Victorian eclecticism and mass market ornament, the
desire to collect and reproduce early American furniture was heightened. Colonial America
was now looked on as a time of heroism, democracy and craft tradition. This Colonial

Revival was part of a general international pride and was part of a desire to return to times

thought to be simpler and more honest. During the later half of the Colonial Revival style,
this strong influence eventually overshadowed other popular taste because of its simple,

rugged lines of the Arts and Crafts style furniture and the curves of the Art Nouveau.
Art Nouveau was a reform movement that first developed in France and other conti
nental countries. Influenced by other forms of art such as flowering forms of glass, fabric,

books and other domestic crafts. American-made Art Nouveau furniture is rare. This could
be do to the fact that many of the curvilinear shapes were not easy to reproduce by large scale

machine production. (Figure 56)
Arts and Crafts style furniture was also part of this new trend. This movement

started as "a reaction against the debased standards of design and shabby workmanship
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characteristic of the industrially produced

household products of that time". (Cathers,
1981, 1) The best Arts and Crafts furniture

was designed by Gustave Stickley (1857-

1942). Seeking to achieve honesty and
simplicity in furniture design, Stickley

created furniture that was solid in structure,
pure in form, and straight forward in its use

of materials. (Figure 57) Sometimes

referred to as "Mission" furniture, these
pieces announced their mission to be used.
In Stickley's description of one of his chair

designs, he stated that "the piece is first,
last, and all the time a chair, and not an
imitation of a throne, not an exhibit of

snakes and dragons in a wild riot of misap

plied wood-carvings." (Burchell, 1991,
104) (Figure 58) Mission furniture was
typically made of solid oak horizontal and
vertical members and designed to perform

a specific function. This furniture was

simple, durable, comfortable and was well
suited for the work it had to do and the

place it occupied. This simplicity in design
lent itself to modem tools and machines.
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(Figure 59) "Its form was based on
vernacular plank construction, mortised

and tenoned together with primitive vigor
and mass." (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,
456). This fundamental character of

Mission furniture soon became popular
throughout the United States.

Because the public was now
receptive to the principles of this advanced
functional design, future designers like
Frank Lloyd Wright (1869-1959) could

advance their abilities and design ideas

even further.

Modern / Contemporary, 1915-1970
The acceptance of the machine as a positive and creative force marks the beginning of

the modem era. Even though an attempt was made by the early Art Nouveau and Arts and

Crafts movements to resolve the question posed by new machine and materials, it took
another generation to make effective use of the machine.

Leading the way to understanding the potential of machines were the designs of
Frank Lloyd Wright. Wright was the first to claim that "the machine was a normal tool of

civilization". (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981,491) Getting his start in the Arts and Crafts
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movement, Wright's career anticipated and led the way into post war modernism. As early as
1906, he was designing metal office furniture for the Larkin Building in Buffalo, New York.

He also introduced the vertically stacked steel filing cabinets. Legless chairs were attached
to desk to make office cleaning more efficient. Other chairs had casters on feet connected to

pedestal bases.
The first world war caused great cultural upheaval and disunity. Wright was one of

the few designers to survive this turmoil because of his forward looking aspects of machine

production. The war formed new relationships between government, business, manufactur
ing, design and labor, offering a fresh vision to specialized technicians and working profes

sionals. It striped away old traditions and restraints, offering opportunities to a new middle
class of specialized technicians and working professionals. New organizational skills, new
solutions and new disciplines were demanded as the war mobilized around 1917-1918. This

was not only true in America but in other countries as well.
Wright played as important part in the progressive movement. His thinking effected

America and abroad. His influence was especially obvious around 1915 upon the first
members of a group that published the international art journal De Stijl. The principles in the

journal called for abstracting buildings into simple, geometric shapes. The precise geometry

of these designs paralleled the abstract rectilinear paintings of Piet Mondrian. This new
system sought rational design, rebelling against historicism.

Gerrit Rietveld (1888-1964), who worked as a cabinetmaker before turning to archi
tecture, carried the new design revolt even further. He used only the most elementary planes
and primary colors for furniture. In 1918 he designed the "Red and Blue" chair which was

composed of light sheets of wood cantilevered on posts and rails. (Figure 60) The chair was
not particularly constructed well, but did serve as a prototype for designs of the future.

Although Rietveld claimed that the chair made no reference to earlier works, similar works

had been made by Noah John Rondeau of Cold River, New York and as early as 1915 by
William Laurel Harris.
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Rietveld continued to experiment in
primary forms, and in 1920 designed a
baby chair which was a lattice of light

weight overlapping framing. In 1923, his

"BerHn chair" reduced seating to skeletal
simplicity. About his Schroder House in

Utrecht (1924) Rietveld wrote:
The design of this house was an
attempt to break away from the
routine ideas that still influence
architecture around 1920 after the
honest style of Berlage and other
innovators. We used exclusively
primary forms, space and color,
because they are so elementary as to
be free of associations. (Bates and
Fairbanks, 1981,492)

Armchair
Rietveld, 1918

This thinking reflected a intense desire of advanced designers to separate there

designs from the past. This was more radical then anything the United States had ever seen.

Another important influence in modem design theory came from the German art
school, the Bauhaus. Founded in Weimar in 1919, the Bauhaus:
Sought to unite the study of fine art and craftsmanship, disciplines which have drifted
apart over the years. Each student worked under a fine artist and craftsman, aiming
toward mastery of both the poetic and the practical. Students and faculty studied the
machine and its implications; designs for assembly lines and the machine aesthetic
were fundamental. (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 492)
Marcel Brewer, using the principles of the Bauhaus, designed a chair of tubular steel

and leather. The "Wassily" armchair was among the earliest and most enduring examples of

bent tubular steel furniture and led the way to future experiments with factory-produced
materials. (Figure 61)

Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969), the last director of the Bauhaus, also experimented
with tubular steel and cantilevering. Along with the German pavilion at the Barcelona
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International Exposition of 1942 based on
pure geometric qualities of a De Stijl

painting, Mies van der Rohe designed the
"Barcelona Chair" (Figure 62) which

became a classic example of this modem

design utilizing X-shaped, chrome-plated,

trap-steel legs and upholstered cushions
and back. This design is still produced by

Knoll International in New York.
Although surviving for only four
teen years and with fewer than five hun

dred graduates before closing in 1933, the
Bauhaus influence was "pervasive and

dominate internationally; it expressed the need of the twentieth-century designer through the

integration of art and technology." (Bates and Fairbanks, 1981, 493)
Few Americans understood or benefited from the formal, rational, almost mathemati
cal precision of design that came from the

De Stijl or the Bauhaus. It was not until
the 1925 Exposition International des Arts

Decoratifs et Industriels Modemes in Paris,
did American furniture become directly

effected. The term "Art Deco", now used
to describe design's of the 1920's and 30's

in America was derived from the exposi
tion.
Barcelona Chair
Mies van der Rohe, 1929
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In 1931, a question was raised by the second volume of Decorative Arts, as to

weather the use of industrial products in furniture is appropriate. It concluded that the prob

lem of whether the home ought to reflect the factory or the street had lost its importance. It

was now expected that the decorator borrow all the motifs and ideas he could from industry.
Burnished metal was easy to maintain and lent itself well to production. In an age than

delighted in impersonal art and simplified elegance, it was hard to imagine anything better
that chromium steel. Within five years, furniture had shifted from woods to polished
chrome.

Soon after the Paris Exposition, major department stores in the United States staged
their own popular exhibitions. "Art Modeme" was introduced in 1927 by Macy and Com

pany in New York. Lord and Taylor and B. Altman followed with "French Decorative Arts"

a year later. By the late 1920's household furnishings began to reflect the world of modem
technology. Every day objects began to be considered an important part of the art world.

After the Bauhaus closed in 1933, German designers began to immigrate to the
United States. Josef Albers, who taught drawing, furniture design and calligraphy at the
Bauhaus, came to Black Mountain college in North Carolina. In 1950 he became chairman
of the design department at Yale University. Walter Gropius (1889-1969) accepted a profes

sorship at Harvard University. Mies van der Rohe moved to the United States in 1938 to
become a professor of architecture at Illinois Institute of Technology.
In spite of the depression of the 1930's, progressive ideas continued to develop,

especially in American public buildings. Opening in 1932, Radio City Music Hall made its
visitors aware of the Modem movement. From that time forward, designers gave special
attention to theaters and movie houses. Abstracted images of energy, power, motion, time,

light and other agents of force and progress were popular. This aggressive patterning was
followed by the smooth rhythms and contours of streamlined architecture, furniture and

industrial design of the mid 1930's.
In 1933 "The Century of Progress Exposition" was held in Chicago. Technical
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proficiency and scientific progress was

illustrated in model houses made of steel

frame boxes covered with enamel-coated
metal plates. The "Stran Steel House" had

sharp comers and a boxy character. But by
the 1939 New York World's Fair, stream
lined, rounded comers were the fashion.

Industrial designers Norman Bel Geddes,
Walter Teagues, Raymond Loewy, and

Henry Dreyfuss had come into the lime

light. Bel Geddes work on the Highways
and Horizons building for General Motors

displaying rounded comers and sleek

edges. This reflected the aerodynamic styling that influenced American industrial designers
and effected the shape of almost every kind of machine and man-made product well into the
1940's.

This new generation of designers concentrated their talents on shaping the interior

and exterior surfaces of trains, automobiles and airplanes. It became popular to shape the

surface design independently from the structural or functional forms within. The smooth

exterior could enhance a complex, irregular machine. Raymond Loewy's sleek shells of
airplanes and locomotives became the most famous evidence of the impact of industrial
design on the modem world at the time. (Figure 63) This idea of streamlining can also be

found in many levels of furniture design as well. In 1939, the Art Metal Company came out

with the "Dynamic" office desk which featured rounded comers and smooth sides. Although
the streamlining approach was short lived, it encouraged faith in technology and its potential

for modem design.

In 1941, the New York Museum of Modem Art held an international design competi
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tion and exhibited the winning furniture
designs of architects Charles Eames (1907-

1979) and Eero Saarinen (1919-1961).
Both men were influenced by the interna

tional style but went beyond to find new
ways to express technological advances in

the forms of mass production. (Figure 64)

Fundamental differences between this new

furniture and the nineteenth century were

analyzed by the exhibition catalog.
The frame for suspending webbing
and horsehair in traditional furniture
was replaced by the armature of the
new furniture, a form-fitted shell of
bent plywood over which a new
material, foam rubber, was molded
and laminated with a tough skin or
plastic. The new furniture was
curved to suit the human body, its
forms reflecting as affinity for the
free-flowing shapes of contempo
rary sculpture. (Bates and Fair
banks, 1981,495)

Sectional Sofa
Saarinen / Eames, 1940

Although both Eames and Saarinen
gave great attention to the shell idea for

furniture as a team, each went separate
ways to discover new material possibilities.
Eames was hired by the Herman Miller

Company and Saarinen affiliated with
Knoll.
The "Eames Chair" (Figure 65)

designed in 1946 by Charles Eames'
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appeared deceptively simple. Keeping materials to a minimum, Eames approach to design

expresses a long-held American value of practical and economical functionalism. In 1969,

he redesigned the chair by padding the surface of the plywood shell and increasing the
comfort of the back and seat with urethane foam, fabric and a vinyl welt.

The "Womb Chair" by Saarinen (Figure 66) was based on the shell concept when

working with Eames. It is one of the most comfortable and handsome designs of it's day. By
1953, Saarinen created a collection of classic contemporary furniture. His idea was to clean

up the "slum of legs" beneath chairs and tables.
By the 1940's, furniture production in the United States had, for the most part, be

come undistinguished. The second World War dominated this decade of experimentation
and uncertainty in public taste. Consequently, many firms went to reproducing replicas of
Colonial furniture. However, there were still designers making an impact on furniture

design. Designs by Bill Stephens utilized light colored laminated hardwoods with an injection
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Seating
Stephens, 1967-1971

molded shell which allowed for a continu

ous upholstered seat and back. (Figure 67)
Harry Bertoia (1915-1978) relied on his

background as a student and teacher of

painting and metal craft at the Crambrook
Academy of Arts. When discussing his

design for seating, (Figure 68) Bartoia
stated that, like cellular structures, the
design evolved naturally upon organic

principles. Philosophically, his approach to
design was "to make the environment more

pleasant and varied by merging the efforts

of technology and the creative arts."
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A rise in a new craft movement was
now beginning to take place. This move

ment was led by the impersonality of the
sleek furniture made earlier. In the 1940's

only a few artist-craftsman were making
one-of-a-kind furniture. Wharton Esherick

(1887-1970) led this movement. His home

and studio in Paoli, Pennsylvania, built by

hand in the 1930's, is generally regarded as
the mecca of the wood-craftsman move
ment in America today. (Figure 69) His

Esherick s Home
Esherick, 1930

unconventional, free-form, sculptural
furniture has served as inspiration for at
least two generations of craftsman.
The "Conoid Chair" (Figure 70)

designed by George Nakashima has influ
ences of the early trestle table base. Its

cantilevered seat in one of the most com

fortable examples of contemporary hard

wood seating furniture.
The stool (Figure 71) designed by
Tage Frid in 1965 was inspired by sitting

on a rail at a horse show. He then decide to
determine the smallest comfortable seat he

could design. The answer was a 6 inch
wide by 16 inch long piece of wood with a
7/8 inch curve.
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Wendell Castles's design is a
graceful and playful interchange of solids

and voids, of round and crisp forms.
(Figure 72)

The pieces shown in (figure 73) are
examples that exemplify the trend in Italian

furniture design. Highly technical in their
production, these resilient, slick, cast
plastic pieces are part of the most exciting

development in the furniture industry
evolving out of the taste of the late 1960's.

Double Chair-Back Sette and Side Chair
Castle, 1979
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White Plastic Furniture
1972-1975

Individual involvement in furniture-making and buying is a sought-after remedy to
the inner losses experienced through mechanization and depersonalization. The new craft
reform is a healthy antidote to this and serves as a reminder that the individual craftsman

working in a small shop remains a potent force.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Data Collection

This historical study, as a desk reference guide, consists of a review of historical data
taken from a variety of secondary sources:

Books - including historical review and personal accounts

Pictorial review - of design solutions taken from specific design movements.

These sources have been reviewed with the intent of compiling information about the
history of furniture design. This information has been compiled to represent an unbiased

record of the evolution of furniture design from 1620 to 1970. The study is limited to move
ments having the most impact on the advancement of furniture design with smaller, more

undefined periods being omitted.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The results of this research project have been the compiling of source information to

be used to generate a desk reference guide on the history of furniture design. The informa
tion from the reference book will be used by college students to assist in their personal

development and knowledge of furniture design.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this project has been to research and document the history of Ameri

can furniture design from 1620 to 1970. This historical information will then be used to

generate a desk reference for students participating in the furniture design curriculum.
Research has been gathered and reviewed with the summarization of only major

movements and contributors that have had a profound impact on the advancement of furni
ture design.

The information for this study was gathered primarily from books which present

works from specific design styles or the history of furniture design. When possible photo
graphic references have been included to clarify specific design details and trends. This

information has been presented in chronological order although most period changes assure

slowly and much overlapping exists.
Recommendations on the use of this historical information are only limited by the

user. However, it is intended to be a reference guide giving general historical background

information and descriptions. Even though the major time periods have been outlined, this
information is not all-encompassing. More in-depth information may be desired.
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